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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
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Editor’s Note

As Program Chair of SANTA FE SUMMIT ’97, the task of editing this report naturally fell to me. In a very real sense, it has been a joy. Yes, there have been missed deadlines, confusions about intent and language and format, disagreements about what’s in and what’s out, and the expected share of baffling computer accidents. But in the process I have worked with colleagues across the country who have been unfailingly responsive, cordial, competent and committed to this effort. The hours of professional and personal time that are reflected in these relatively few pages is almost incalculable—and the value of the process alone, without price.

Many, many hands have made this work possible, and yet I will take the risk of singling out a few whose contributions were so signal that without them the work would not have been completed. They are:

Larry Heller, our ACMHA executive, whose tirelessness and patience are awesome. No request, however trivial, was ever met with anything less than prompt, efficient results. He served as father/confessor and allowed me to air my worries and frustrations—and always brought me back to the potential of the work.

My colleagues Eric Goplerud of SAMHSA, Neal Adams of Santa Clara County Mental Health, ACMHA President Bev Abbott of San Mateo County Mental Health, and Sonja Schoenwald of the Medical University of South Carolina—all were faithful and generous with their time, advice, and expertise far beyond what could be reasonably asked of busy people.

Betty Downes of Santa Fe, without whose astonishing energy we would not have ended the original SUMMIT meeting with the written product that formed the foundation of this report.

Mary Jane England and HG Whittington, whose wisdom and humor and vision helped make this task seem not only doable, but essential. Their personal warmth and support served to make more than one rough patch smooth.

Jay Scully, my colleague (and, incidentally, my boss), who appreciated the importance of the work not only for South Carolina, but for the field, and who unfailingly supported my involvement.
And finally, of course, my family: Jennie, Dan and Paul have endured my endless stories of successes and setbacks with their characteristic patience and humor. They often even convincingly feigned interest—who could ask for more? They’re the best.

John Morris
Columbia, SC
January 28, 1998
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